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ABSTRACT

Theoretical modeling of ionic distribution and transport in silica nanotubes, 30 nm in diameter and 5 µm long, suggest that when the diameter
is smaller than the Debye length, a unipolar solution of counterions is created within the nanotube and the coions are electrostatically repelled.
By locally modifying the surface charge density through a gate electrode, the ion concentration can be depleted under the gate and the ionic
current can be significantly suppressed. It is proposed that this could form the basis of a unipolar ionic field-effect transistor.

Introduction. Ion transport in nanoscale channels has
recently received increasing attention. Much of that has
resulted from experiments that report modulation of ion
transport through the protein ion channel,R-hemolysin, due
to passage of single biomolecules of DNA or proteins.1-3

This has prompted research toward fabricating synthetic
nanopores out of inorganic materials and studying biomo-
lecular transport through them.4 Recently, Fan et al.5 reported
the synthesis of arrays of silica nanotubes with internal
diameters in the range of 5-100 nm and with lengths 1-20
µm (see Figure 1). While it is difficult to control the internal
structure and chemistry of synthetic nanotubes as precisely
as that ofR-hemolysin and other biological ion channels,
nanotubes do offer an aspect ratio that is much higher than
that of protein ion channels. The fact that the nanotube
lengths fall within the resolution of optical microscopy and
optical lithography opens the possibility of imaging transport
of single biomolecules through the nanotube while control-
ling the charge distribution on the nanotube surface by
external microfabricated electrodes. This would allow new
ways of detecting and manipulating single biomolecules. To
achieve this, however, it is critical to understand the ionic
conditions and ion transport inside the nanotube. In view of
this, the purpose of the present study is to study the nature
of ion transport through a silica nanotube under an external
bias and investigate the effects of the surface charge density.

It must be noted that in most of the cases considered here,
the internal diameter of the nanotubes is in the range of or

smaller than the Debye length for the ions (lD ≈ 1-100 nm).
Therefore, the phenomena studied here are significantly
different from that in microfluidic devices, which are
invariably larger than the Debye length.6-8 In microfluidic
devices, electroosmotic flow is studied as a means to generate
fluid flow for pumping and biomolecular separation, but not
generally to control ionic current. If, however, the surface
of a channel is charged and the height of a channel is less
than the Debye length, ionic current can be controlled as
well. The purpose of the present study is develop a model
to design inorganic nanopores and nanotubes in order to have
controlled ion transport, and then study the effects of
biomolecules on ion current, similar to that occurring in
protein nanopores such asR-hemolysin.

Governing Equations. The first simplification in the
calculation of ionic current is in the modeling of the “Stern
layer”, the compact electric double layer adjacent to a
charged surface. For low surface charge density, the layer
of counterions extends well beyond the surface (diffuse
layer). However, for high surface charge density, regardless
of the concentration distribution away from a surface, most
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Figure 1. TEM of silica nanotube with internal diameter of about
10 nm.5
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of the counterions that effectively balance the surface charge
are located in the first few angstroms from the surface.9,10

For the structural and dynamical properties of the ions within
the Stern layer, there are a number of theoretical studies,11,12

but there are still open questions. Here we assume that inside
the Stern layer the ions are rigidly held and they do not
contribute to the ionic current. If so, we do not need to
calculate the contribution from the Stern layer. The wall can
be regarded as the interface between the Stern layer and the
diffuse layer, and the surface charge density here is that of
the wall plus that of ions within the Stern layer.

The second simplification is that only the current due to
the electrophoresis is considered. In general, the ionic current
is generated by electrophoresis and electroosmosis. When
the height of a channel is smaller than the Debye length, the
ionic current due to electrophoresis is dominant. But as the
surface charge density increases, the ionic current due to
electroosmosis increases and it cannot be neglected. We
address this issue in the Appendix and show when elec-
troosmosis can be neglected.

In the present study, the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP)
equations are used to calculate ionic current across a channel.
The PNP theory of electrodiffusion has been applied to liquid
junctions and membrane electrochemistry.13-15 The PNP
equations consist of the Poisson equation (eq 1) and the
Nernst-Planck equations (eq 2) for all ionic species moving
through the channel. The electrostatic potentialφ is calculated
with the Poisson equation

whereε0 is the permittivity of vacuum,ε is the dielectric
constant of solution,na is the number density of ions of
speciesa, andzae is their charge. The fluxJa due to an ion
speciesa is provided by Nernst-Planck equation, which
combines the diffusion due to a concentration gradient with
that from a potential gradient

whereDa is the diffusivity of ion speciesa. We are interested
in steady-state solution, which satisfies the continuity equa-
tion ∇‚Ja ) 0, or equivalently:

The boundary conditions for the Poisson equation are given
by

where σ is the surface charge density. The boundary

condition for the flux equation is zero current through the
wall, i.e.,Ja ) 0. The PNP equations (1) and (3) are solved
simultaneously using a finite difference algorithm, yielding
the electric potential and ionic density profiles in the
system.16,17If the electric potential and ionic density profiles
are known, the fluxJa due to an ion speciesa is calculated
with eq 2 and the ionic current is obtained by the following
equation:

whereS is a cross-sectional area of the channel. In this study,
KCl aqueous solutions were used. The dielectric constant
of KCl aqueous solution,ε, is 80, the diffusivities of of K+

and Cl-, DK+ andDCl-, are 1.96× 10-9 and 2.03× 10-9

m2/s, respectively.18

Calculation System.Figure 2 shows the 2D domain for
the calculation, where the total length of the channelLx is 5
µm and the height,Ly, is 30 nm. Reservoirs 1µm × 1 µm,
2 µm × 2 µm, and 3µm × 3 µm in size are considered on
either side of the channel. We found that the predictions of
ion transport depend marginally on the reservoir size,
although the basic trends and conclusions in this paper do
not change with reservoir size. Hence, predictions for
reservoir size 1µm × 1 µm are presented in this paper. A
gate electrode is located at the center of the channel and the
length Lgx is 2 µm. The surface charge density inside the
channel ranged from 0 to-2 × 10-3 C/m2, whereas the
surface charge density at the gate is different from that of
other parts due to the presence of the gate electrode. The
electric potentials and ionic densities at the boundaries are
given by constant values, except for the walls of the channel.
The boundary conditions at the walls are given by eq 4 and
Ja ) 0. The surface charge densities at the walls that face
the reservoirs are zero. The grid spacing (see Figure 2)
outside the channel is 50 nm, whereas the minimum grid
spacing of 10 nm is assumed in thex direction near the inlets
and outlets of the channel, as well as the gate. The minimum
grid spacing in they direction is inside the channel and the
value is 2 nm. The bulk concentration of KCl aqueous
solution varies from 10-4 to 10-2M.

Calculation Results.Calibration of 2D PNP Code.To
calibrate the accuracy of the 2D PNP code, the potential and
ionic density profiles in thex andy directions were verified
separately. These profiles in they direction were checked
using the 1D system of which two negatively charged sur-
faces of surface charge densityσ ) -10-3 C/m2 are separated
by a distanceLy ) 0.5 µm in a KCl aqueous solution.

Figure 2. Computational grid (316× 45) inside a silica nanotube
with height of 30 nm, length of 5µm with 1 µm × 1 µm reservoirs
on either side. The gate is centered along the length of the nanotube
with a length,Lgx ) 2 µm.
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When two surfaces are far apart, each surface can be regarded
as an isolated surface and the surface potentialφi at an
isolated surface of charge densityσ is given by the Grahame
equation:19

wherenKCl0 is the number density of KCl in the bulk solution.
The PNP equations were solved numerically using a grid
spacing of 2 nm for three different concentrated solutions,
10-4, 10-3, and 10-2 M. The surface potentials calculated
with the PNP equations are-39.5,-13.7, and-4.56 mV,
respectively. In comparison, those calculated with the Gra-
hame equation are-39.5, -13.5, and-4.34 mV, respec-
tively, which indicate excellent agreement.

For a channel without surface charge, the distributions of
the electric potential and ionic density in they direction are
negligible and the system can be approximated as a 1D
system in thex direction. In eq 2, the gradient of ionic density
in the x direction can be assumed to be zero, whereas that
for the electric potential can be assumed to be the constant
value of∆φ/Lx. Hence, the flux can be calculated as

wherena0 is the number density ofa species in the bulk
solution and ∆φ is the potential bias. When the bulk
concentration of KCl aqueous solution is 10-4 M and the
potential bias is 5 V, the ionic currents of K+ and Cl-

calculated with eqs 5 and 7 are 21.9 and 22.7µA/m,
respectively. The corresponding calculation results with the
PNP equations are 20.9 and 21.7µA/m, respectively, again
indicating agreement within 5%.

Absence of Gate Effect.Before considering the gate effect,
to clarify the nature of ion transport in nanofluidic channels,
the following three effects were studied: (a) applied bias;
(b) surface charge density; (c) bulk ion concentration.

(a) Effect of Applied Bias. Consider the concentration of
KCl aqueous solution to be 10-4 M and the surface charge
density is-10-3 C/m2. The potential at left reservoir is 0 V
and the potential at right reservoir varied from 0 to 5 V at
an interval of 1 V. Figure 3a shows the electric potential
and ionic density profiles in thex direction along the axis
of symmetry. Inside the channel the difference in ionic
density between K+ and Cl- is determined by the surface
charge density. From the requirement of overall electroneu-
trality, the difference in ionic density,∆n, is given by

When the surface charge density is-10-3 C/m2 and the
height of the channel is 30 nm, the difference∆n ) 4.17×
1023 m-3 and the equivalent concentration is 0.69 mM. In
Figure 3a, the concentration difference between K+ and Cl-

inside the channel is about 0.69 mM in all cases independent
of the potential bias. If the bulk concentration is less than
∆n, there exists a large potential barrier for the Cl- ions to
enter the channel, and the channel becomes essentially a
“unipolar” solution of K+ ions that neutralize the negative
surface charge. As the potential bias increases, more ions
are accumulated inside the channel, although the potential
jump atx ) 6 µm increases and the electric field strength
inside the channel does not increase proportionally. Based
on the gradients of electric potential and ion concentration,
one can use eq 2 to calculate the ionic current. The current-
potential (I - φ) characteristics of the channel with and
without surface charge are shown in Figure 3b. TheI - φ

characteristics forσ ) 0 are almost linear and almost equal
for K+ and Cl-. For charged channels theI - φ character-
istics are nonlinear because of the fact that the potential
gradient inside the channel does not increase proportionally
to increasing applied potential difference.
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Figure 3. For surface charge density,σ ) -10-3 C/m2 on the
tube surface the effect of potential bias on (a) electric potential
profiles along the axis of the channel (top) and ionic density profiles
(bottom) in thex direction for five different potential biases; (b)
current-potential (I-φ) characteristics of the charged channel of
(solid lines) and the no charged channel (dashed lines). The bulk
concentration of KCl aqueous solution is assumed to be 10-4 M.
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(b) Effect of Surface Charge Density. To study the effect
of surface charge density ionic current, the bulk concentration
of KCl aqueous solution is assumed to be 10-4 M and the
applied potential bias is fixed at 5 V. Figure 4 shows the
ionic currents for surface charge densities varying between
0 and-2 × 10-3 C/m2. As the magnitude of negative surface
charge density increases, the ionic current of K+ increases
monotonically, whereas that of Cl- remains largely un-
changed. The main reason for the increase of K+ current is
due to the increase of K+ concentration inside the channel.
But when K+ ions are accumulated inside the channel, an
opposing diffusion current is produced due to a higher
concentration gradient. Therefore, the ionic current does not
increase proportionally with the ionic density, such that
|{dI}/{dσ}|decreases with increasing|σ|.

(c) Effect of Bulk Ion Concentration. Figure 5 shows the
ionic current of K+ and Cl- as a function of bulk concentra-
tion of the KCl aqueous solution under a potential bias of 5

V and surface charge densities of-10-3 C/m2. The ionic
current of the charged channel,I, is normalized by that of
an uncharged channel,Iσ0. As the bulk ion concentration
increases, the vertical axis,I/Iσ0, approaches unity, i.e.,
suggesting that the walls are effectively neutralized by the
ions within a length scale much shorter than the channel
height, such that the channel behaves like an uncharged one.

Gate Effect.To study the effect of a voltage bias on the
gate electrode, ion transport was studied under bulk KCl
concentration of 10-4 M and the potentials at left and right
reservoirs are 0 and 5 V, respectively. The surface charge at
the gate,σg, varied from 0 to-2 × 10-3 C/m2 and, except
for the gate region, the surface charge densities,σ ) -10-3

and -2 × 10-3 C/m2 were assumed. Figure 6a shows the
ionic currents of K+ and Cl- as a function ofσg. The curves
are substantially similar to those in Figure 4. For both cases
σ ) -10-3 and-2 × 10-3 C/m2, asσg f 0, the ionic current

Figure 4. Effect of surface charge density on ionic current. The
bulk concentration of KCl aqueous solution is 10-4 M and the
potential bias is 5 V.

Figure 5. Effect of the bulk concentration of KCl aqueous solution
on ionic current. The ionic current of the charged channel,I, is
normalized byIσ0, which is the current when the surface charge
density,σ ) 0. The potential bias is 5 V, and the surface charge
densities are-10-3 C/m2.

Figure 6. Effect of surface charge density at the gate,σg, on ionic
current: (a)I - σg characteristics; (b) electric potential profiles at
the center of the channel (left) and ionic density profiles (right) in
the channel direction for six different surface charge densities (C/
m2) at the gate, (A) 0, (B)-10-4, (C) -2.5 × 10-4, (D) -5 ×
10-4, (E) -10-3 and (F)-2 × 10-3. The charge densities on the
channel surface except for the gate region are-2 × 10-3 and-10-3

C/m2 (dashed lines inI-σg characteristics). The bulk concentration
of KCl aqueous solution is 10-4 M and the potential bias is 5 V.
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is blocked almost completely. However, whenσg ∼ σ, the
magnitude of the ionic current approaches the value atσ
more rapidly in comparison with those in Figure 4, suggest-
ing that the effect ofσg on the ionic current is nonlinear.
The ionic current of Cl- decreases monotonically with
decreasing the surface charge density at the gate, and the
value is smaller than that in Figure 4. Asσ on the remaining
surface increases from-10-3 to -2 × 10-3 C/m2, the
unipolar nature of charge transport appears more clearly. To
understand theI-σg behavior, one needs to carefully study
the potential and ion concentration distribution, which are
shown in Figure 6b along the channel direction. Since the
ionic density Cl- is much smaller than that of K+ inside the
channel, the channel can be considered a unipolar solution.
Hence, what is important for ionic current is the distribution
of K+. Whenσg increases from-2 × 10-3 C/m2 to 0, the
K+ ions are depleted from under the gate such that the
concentration drops to that of Cl-. As a result, most of the
potential drop occurs at the gate. SinceJK+ is constant along
the channel, its value anywhere along the channel is
determined by the depleted concentration under the gate. Due
to the unipolar nature of charge transport and the effect of
gate bias on the charge depletion, and consequently decrease
of charge transport, it is fair to compare such as device to
that of a metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET).

Conclusions.The Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equa-
tions were used to calculate ionic current along a nanofluidic
channel 5µm long and 30 nm high. The surface charge
density ranged from 0 to-2 × 10-3 C/m2, the bulk
concentration of KCl aqueous solution ranged from 10-4 to
10-2 M, and the potential bias ranged from 0 to 5 V. The
following conclusions can be drawn from this study. (1)
When the channel size is smaller than the Debye length and
the channel surface is charged, the channel becomes a
unipolar solution of counterions at a concentration that
neutralizes the surface charge. The co-ions are essentially
repelled from the channel. (2) Under an applied bias, the
ionic current through the nanochannel depends on the surface
charge density. (3) As the bulk concentration increases, the
ionic current becomes less sensitive to the surface charge
density. (4) The current-potential (I - φ) characteristics of
the charged channel are nonlinear, which arises from the
nonlinear change in the electric field inside the channel with
applied electric potential bias. (5) By controlling the surface
charge density in a region along the length of the channel,
the ion current can be modulated, similar to modulation of
charge transport in a field effect transistor due to a gate bias.
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Appendix. The velocity profile due to electroosmotic flow
was shown earlier by Burgreen and Nakache.20 In the case
of zero net pressure gradient, the streamwise momentum
equation is given by

whereu is the streamwise velocity,µ is the viscosity,Fe is
the net electric charge density, andEx ) -dφ/dx. Using the
Poisson equation forFe, we obtain

The velocity profile is obtained by the integration of eq 10:

whereú is the zeta potential, the potential at the shear plane
at which velocity is zero. If the channel isunipolar of K+,
the current due to electroosmotic flow is given by

From the requirement of electroneutrality, the total charge
of ions is equal to the surface charge on the both side walls:

On the other hand, the current due to electrophoretic flow is
given by

Figure 7 shows the ratio of the currents due to electroosmotic
flow and electrophoretic flow as a function of the surface

Figure 7. Ratio of the currents due to electroosmotic flow and
electrophoretic flow as a function of the surface charge density in
the unipolar channel of K+.
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charge density in the unipolar channel of K+. The height of
the channel is 30 nm and the viscosity is 10-3 Ns/m2. As
the surface charge density increases, the ratioIEOF/IEFF

increases. Now the zeta potential of the glass microchannel
filled with 10-4 M aqueous solution is assumed to be-50
mV.21 The surface charge density calculated with the Graham
equation (eq 6) is-1.34× 10-3 C/m2. Note that this surface
charge density is the surface charge density of wall plus that
of ions within the Stern layer. As the height of the channel
decreases less than the Debye length, the density of coun-
terion inside the channel increases, and that inside the Stern
layer also increases. Therefore, the surface charge density
|σ| is estimated to be less than 1.34× 10-3 C/m2. In Figure
7, theIEOF/IEFF at -σ )1.34× 10-3 C/m2 is 0.07. When the
surface charge density|σ| is smaller than 2× 10-3 C/m2,
the IEOF/IEFF is less than about 10 percent.
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